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Details on the Estimation of Cancer Progression Based Subgroups 

 

Background 

Cancer trials often start investigational therapy at diagnosis or after a selected number of 

relapses. Hence it is helpful when planning a trial to know the likely percentages of patients 

receiving standard therapy at clinics and hospitals who meet this key inclusion criteria of being 

newly diagnosed during a period or having just had their first, second or third relapse during an 

anticipated enrollment time frame. Often regulatory agencies will have approvals tied to the 

use of a therapy in a relapsed context or in a newly diagnosed context.  

In a number of Cancer contexts rough estimates exist for the median across patients of the time 

period they survived progression free (PFS) and for the time to death (OS) in the population 

having the disease. Such estimates exist from various starting points such as that from 

diagnosis, from the first relapse, and from second or succeeding relapses. In Progression free 

survival (PFS), the reported median is the time to progression/relapse or death, whichever 

occurs earlier.  The PFS acronym is often used for hematological cancers. Other terms such as 

disease free survival (DFS) for the time to disease recurrence or death are common in other 

oncology contexts. Given starting durations going from diagnosis or from some subsequent 

relapse the calculator has median entries under headers ‘Next PFS’ and ‘Subsequent OS’.  

We first use these medians to compute rough estimates of the likely proportions of patients 

who are likely to have their next progression, or die before the end of a specified time-frame, or 

those who continue through that period without a death or a progression. The latter constitute 

those responding to therapy and would likely stay on therapy and are not candidates for clinical 

trials initiating at progressions. The calculator allows the entry of a fraction of a year or whole 

years for an enrollment period of interest such as 0.5, 1, and 1.5 years, etc. Units for time 

should be the same for the period and for OS and PFS medians. We use the exponential 

distributional assumptions and a uniform incidence of the disease diagnosis over time. The 

progression, death and ongoing proportion in the enrollment time-frame being considered are 

used to obtain approximate proportions of trial eligible subsets. Usually additional 

inclusion/exclusion criteria related to disease, disability and co-morbidity apply and the 

estimates here provide upper bounds and may help personnel in operations make realistic 

projects on enrollment.  

Details on Calculations 

Consider newly diagnosed patient at some time S0 and at every time point obtained by adding 

or subtracting all whole multiples of a period L. A uniform incidence of the disease can then be 
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obtained by integrating over a uniform measure from S0 to (S0 + L). We will see shortly that the 

subset fractions we obtain are independent of S0 and hence computed fractions using 

sequences of patients diagnosed at time-points separated by a period L hold for a uniform 

incidence of the disease over time. For each newly diagnosed patients at the start S0 of a given 

period, let Ppfs and Pd be the probabilities of having their first progression or death and death 

alone in the succeeding period of length L. These can be computed using the median PFS and 

Median OS, denoted as Mpfs and Md using exponential assumptions through the hazards hpfs 

and hd as  

Ppfs = {1- EXP[-hpfs *L]} = {1-EXP[(LN(0.5)/ Mpfs)*L]} and 

Pd = {1- EXP[-hd *L]} = {1-EXP[LN(0.5)/ Md)*L]} 

Note that these probabilities are independent of S0 and depend only on the medians and the 

period length L. All computations that follow use these or other probabilities that depend only 

on the medians and the length of the period. Hence, all computations will hold under the 

uniform incidence rates of the disease over time.  The probabilities Pp and Po for those with 

progression (first) alone and those ongoing through the period without a progression can be 

obtained as Pp = Ppfs – Pd, and Po = 1 – Pp – Pd. Further note that for every newly diagnosed 

patient from two periods back, Pp*Po is the probability of first progression this period, and for 

every newly diagnosed patient from three periods back, Pp*Po*Po is the probability of having 

their first progression this period and so on, yielding the expected total of first progressions in a 

given period Tp corresponding to the sequence of one newly diagnosed patient at the start of 

every period, as an infinite series which evaluates as follows 

Tp = Pp (1+ Po + Po ^2+....) = Pp /(1- Po). 

Similarly the expected total ongoing after diagnosis in a period without having a progression is 

given by  

To = Po (1+ Po + Po ^2+....) = Po /(1- Po). 

Proceeding in a similar manner and using the medians after first, second and higher relapses we 

can obtain for every patient with the (k-1)th relapse in the previous period, the probability Ppk of 

having the kth relapse and the expected fraction Pok ongoing without relapse in a succeeding 

period. Using these we can obtain the expected total of second and third progressions in a 

given period, Tp2 and Tp3 respectively, corresponding to the sequence of one newly diagnosed 

patient per period start, as 

Tp2 = Tp*Pp2 (1+ Po1 + Po1 ^2+....) = Tp*Pp2 /(1- Po1) and 

Tp3 = Tp2*Pp3 (1+ Po2 + Po2 ^2+....) = Tp2*Pp3 /(1- Po2) 
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and the expected total ongoing after the first, second and third progressions, To1, To2, and To3 

respectively, in a given period corresponding to one newly diagnosed patient per period, as 

To1 = Tp*Po1 (1+ Po1 + Po1 ^2+....) = Tp*Po1 /(1- Po1) , 

To2 = Tp2*Po2 (1+ Po2 + Po2 ^2+....) = Tp2*Po2 /(1- Po2) and 

To3 = Tp3*Po3 (1+ Po3 + Po3 ^2+....) = Tp3*Po3 /(1- Po3) 

Details on Computing the Fourth or Higher Progression Patients in a Period 

Using similar derivations Tp4 = Tp3*Pp4 /(1- Po3) for the newly diagnosed patient sequence.  The 

calculator presumes the same next PFS and subsequent OS medians in the salvage setting (after 

second relapse). This leads to Ppk = Pp4 for k >= 4 and Pom = Po3 for m >= 3. Using this we have 

Tp5 = Tp4*Pp5 /(1- Po4) = Tp4*Pp4 /(1- Po3) = Tp3*{Pp4 /(1- Po3) }*{Pp4 /(1- Po3)} = Tp3*(Ppc)^2, 

with Ppc = {Pp4 /(1- Po3)}. Similarly Tp6 = Tp3*( Ppc)^3 and the pattern continues leading to fourth 

or higher progression rates Tp4+ corresponding to the newly diagnosed patient sequence as  

Tp4+ = Tp3* Ppc *((1+ Ppc + Ppc ^2+....) = Tp3* Ppc /(1- Ppc) 

Details on Computing Patients Ongoing after Fourth or Higher Progression in a Period 

We note here that on proceeding in an analogous manner To4 = Tp4* Poc, To5 = Tp4* (Poc)^2 with 

Poc = {Po3 /(1- Po3)}. This leads to ongoing rates after fourth or higher progression To4+ 

corresponding to the newly diagnosed patient sequence as  

To4+ = Tp4* Ppc /(1- Poc) 

Calculations of Subgroup Proportions  

The calculations above provide the occurrence rates within relapse and ongoing groups 

corresponding to one newly diagnosed patient at the start of each period. This provides the 

total occurrence rate as a multiple of the unit newly diagnosed rate. This total is then used to 

provide rough estimates of the proportion of patients in each subgroup on setting the total to a 

100%. Note that through arguments made earlier and the uniform disease incidence 

assumption, newly diagnosed patients will accrue uniformly through the enrollment time-

period considered and the multiples and the subgroup proportions will be invariant to the 

starting time of the intervals. The last column in the calculator estimates the trial eligible 

fractions based on the total of the newly diagnosed and the relapse groups in each period.  
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